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Meeting Minutes 
COVID-19 Mitigation and Mangement Task Force 
 
 

Attendance 

DATE March 16, 2021 

TIME 10:00 A.M. 

METHOD Video-Teleconference 

RECORDER Tanya Benitez/Meagan Werth Ranson 

Task Force Voting Member Attendance 

Member Name Present 

Caleb Cage X 

Richard Whitley X 

Terry Reynolds X 

Jaime Black X 

David Fogerson X 

Felicia Gonzales X 

Brett Compston X 

Meagan Werth Ranson X 

Chris Lake X 

Dagny Stapleton X 

Wesley Harper X 

Mark Pandori X 

Task Force Non-Voting Member Attendance 

Kyra Morgan X 

Lisa Sherych ABS 

Julia Peek X 

Melissa Peek-Bullock X 

Malinda Southard X 

Lesley Mohlenkamp X 

Samantha Ladich X 
 

 
 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call  
 

Chair Caleb Cage, Governor’s Office (GO), called the meeting to order. Roll call was performed by Meagan Werth 
Ranson, GO. Quorum was established for the meeting.  

 

2. Public Comment  
 

Chair Cage opened the discussion for public comment in all venues. Written public comment is attached.  
 

3. Approval of Minutes 
 
Chair Cage called for a motion to amend or approve the draft minutes from the March 4, 2021, Task Force 
meeting. A motion to approve the draft minutes as presented was provided by Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Brett 
Compston, Nevada National Guard (NVNG), and a second was provided by Chief David Fogerson, Division of 
Emergency Management (DEM). Motion passed unanimously. 
 

4. Current Situation Report  
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Kyra Morgan, Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), provided an overview of the current situation 
in Nevada as it relates to COVID to include the following (slides were also included in the meeting packet): 
 

o Cases 
o 235 14-day rolling average cases daily 
o 271 cases per 100,000 over the last 30 days 
o 299,471 cumulative cases 
o 9,509 cumulative cases per 100,000 

 
o Testing 

o 212 tests/day per 100,000 over the last 14 days 
o 5.7% test positivity rate over the last 14 days 
o 2,839,480 cumulative tests 

 
o Hospitalizations 

o 305 confirmed and suspected hospitalizations 
o 77 total ICU 
o 43 total ventilators 

 
o Deaths 

o 4 14-day rolling average deaths daily 
o 8 deaths per 100,000 over the last 30 days 
o 5,121 cumulative deaths 
o 163 cumulative deaths per 100,000 

Ms. Morgan provided the group with an update regarding the slides provided in the handouts showing the 
trends of COVID-19 in Nevada. Ms. Morgan noted daily new cases continue to decline. The average volume of 
daily new cases, at 235 over the past 14 days, is comparable to what was observed in mid-June, before there 
were any signs of a significant surge of cases in Nevada. Test positivity has been decreasing for the past six 
weeks, averaging 5.7% over the past two weeks.  It is possible that Nevada continues this declining trend and 
accomplish the World Health Organization (WHO) goal of 5.0% by the end of March. There are currently 305 
confirmed and suspected COVID-19 cases hospitalized in Nevada hospitals. There are declining trends in 
hospitalization, Intensive Care Unit (ICU), and ventilator use. Nevada continues to see a decline in number of 
COVID-19 deaths, averaging four deaths per day over the previous two weeks.  As of March 14, 2021, Nevada 
had administered 958,994 doses of vaccine (614,168 initial doses and 344,826 second doses). This equates to 
almost 20% of Nevadans having initiated vaccination and 11% of Nevadans being fully vaccinated. For 
Specimens collected February 22, 2021 through March 14, 2021, it has taken approximately one day after 
specimen collection for results to be reported.  This is the best turnaround time the state has seen to date. Ms. 
Morgan noted only Douglas County was flagged for elevated disease transmission. Douglas County was flagged 
with a high case rate and a high-test positivity. Director Terry Reynolds, Business and Industry (B&I) noted there 
is a lot of dialogue occurring around case rate and vaccines. It appears this is in combination of people being 
cognizant of safety protocols but also the ability of individuals to be vaccinated. Director Reynolds commended 
all communities for the rate at which vaccinations are occurring. Director Reynolds also noted, Nevada is close 
to administering 1 million COVID-19 vaccine doses. This has to have an effect on the data but also individuals 
following the existing mitigation measures that are in place such as masks and social distancing. Director 
Reynolds noted these mitigation measures need to be kept in place to develop the baseline for this data. 
Director Reynolds asked Ms. Morgan to address where she believes Nevada is heading and the interplay of 
vaccines. Ms. Morgan agreed with Director Reynolds in terms of keeping the current mitigation measures in 
place. Ms. Morgan noted there are a lot of things that are working well for Nevada at the moment. Typically, 
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Nevada recovers slower from surges. Nevada usually progresses much faster and it takes longer to recover. This 
has not been experienced with the current surge, Nevada recovered very quickly. Vaccines are the point that is 
different between the two previous scenarios. This needs to be attributed to vaccines. The other thing Ms. 
Morgan noted was, as of yesterday, capacity limits increased to 50%. In the previous surges, Nevada has seen 
the numbers get worse. This is the first time the state has had vaccinations as a tool to help mitigate the spread 
even with capacity limits being increased. The fact that Nevada is staying at a baseline longer than before after 
previous re-openings is an indication that vaccines are playing a part in the data. Ms. Morgan also spoke to the 
way in which Nevada is prioritizing vaccines is smart. Targeting individuals who are more likely to result in 
hospitalizations or fatalities. The expectation is even with the increase in case counts, it does not precipitate 
into hospitalizations and out of the danger zone the state was in during the winter months. Chief Fogerson 
noted the importance of looking at the regional areas and not just on the county itself. The Task Force must 
look deeper into the data as most times regions share the same resources. Chair Cage noted that is a key aspect 
of this response. Chair Cage also agreed with the earlier statements from Ms. Morgan and noted Nevada is 
heading in a positive direction.   
 

5. Update on Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan  
 
Chair Cage provided an update on Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan. Chair Cage provided a brief 
overview of the Task Force meeting schedule for this week. There are a lot of competing meetings and thanked 
county partners and state partners for participating in these meetings. Chair Cage spoke to the timeline that 
has been provided in the Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan. On February 14, 2021, the Governor 
provided a directive outlining what the transition to local authority and what that will look like over the next 
two and a half months. The first step was to remove the “pause” restrictions with the 25% capacity up to 35% 
capacity immediately to move towards March 15, 2021. On March 15, 2021 capacity moves from 35% capacity 
to 50% capacity. Starting this week, the process moves from a state and local process for a handover on May 1, 
2021. There have been numerous conversations to set forth expectations on this process.  As of this morning, 
a planning template has been released to county partners. This template includes resources for local 
governments to provide their plans. Chair Cage noted this will not be an approval process as has been previously 
established in Task Force meetings. This will be an opportunity for counties to express plans for the final plan 
and ways to move forward through this process. This will also be an opportunity to discuss state resources that 
may be available throughout this process. Chair Cage noted there will not be a Task Force meeting next week. 
However, in the middle of April, counties will be asked to present on plans that have been approved by their 
perspective boards. This will be a review and dialogue meeting. Starting May 1, 2021, the delegation under 
authority powers will occur.  
 

a. Carson City  
 
Nancy Paulson, Carson City Manager, provided an overview of the plan from Carson City. In terms of monitoring, 
Carson City’s test positivity rate is currently below both the White House recommended rate of 7% and the 
State’s recommended rate of 8%. Over the next several months and following the transition to local 
government, the City will continue to monitor the State’s County Tracker to ensure the City stays within 
acceptable ranges. Testing and contact tracing efforts will continue, and the City will monitor hospital capacity. 
The City has procured a surplus of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and sanitation supplies both for City 
Departments and local businesses. With receipt of the new American Rescue Plan funding, the City will continue 
to purchase PPE and sanitation supplies for distribution. Ms. Paulson spoke to mitigation measures. Following 
the May 1, 2021 transition, Carson City will work towards 100 percent re-opening.  All businesses and events 
will be required to follow the Governor’s directives which remain in place regarding wearing face masks, social 
distancing and sanitation. Carson City will continue to follow the State’s guidance for large gatherings and 
events, as well as youth and adult recreational sports. Additionally, those businesses governed by State agencies 
must operate in accordance with the requirements of the appropriate Board. In terms of enforcement 
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measures, Carson City has established a COVID Education & Compliance Program and hired a COVID Education 
a Compliance Coordinator. Since December 8, 2020, the COVID Education and Compliance Coordinator has 
visited over 700 businesses.  As Carson City re-opens, the COVID Education and Compliance Coordinator will 
continue to inspect businesses which may be out of compliance based on contact tracing information, prior 
history, and working in consultation with Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the 
Nevada Department of Business and Industry. On the public information front, Carson City disseminates public 
information through two different media campaigns. The Carson City Health and Human Services (CCHHS) 
Public Information Officer (PIO) will continue to create community education materials regarding public health 
measures, testing and vaccines, monitor social media and ensure messaging aligns with the Governor’s 
directives and the needs of the community.  Additionally, through the City Manager’s Office, the Digital Media 
Coordinator, will assist in preparing videos and messaging through elected officials and other City figures 
regarding public health measures and business compliance as well as disseminate CCHHS messaging through 
the City’s other social media accounts. Finally, regarding resource needs, the NVNG has been a crucial part of 
CCHHS’ testing and vaccination efforts, along with monitoring and contact tracing. Carson City is requesting that 
the NVNG’s assistance be continued until we reach “community immunity” or the necessity of the number of 
events decreases. LTC Brett Compston noted regarding the NVNG, the President and the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) have currently authorized 100% federal funding through September 2021. 
The National Guard expects to continue support through the summer. This will be evaluated on a 
monthly occurrence based on the movement forward. Chief Fogerson noted in addition to the 
National Guard resource, U.S Department of Agriculture (USDA), US Forest Service Vaccinations, and 
FEMA would continue on the same timeline as the NVNG. Nicki Aaker, Director of Health 
Administration for Carson City, noted the USDA and FEMA have been great resources as we move 
through this. Director Reynolds noted B&I is continuing to approve youth and adult sports plans, using 
the same format. B&I is also starting to review large gathering plans. There are events out in June and 
July. B&I will be working with the health agency and communities on this transitional period. B&I has 
a process to be able to do that, and so far so good. The communities have been cooperative and 
helpful. B&I has approved almost 600 plans to date. Generally, counties are doing a very good job of 
submitting plans and following the checklist. Thank you to the communities for the work being done 
throughout this process. B&I is also working with counties with the transition for large group plans, 
(Conventions, large tournaments to large gatherings). So far so good and B&I looks forward to the 
continued cooperation. Chair Cage thanked Director Reynolds and noted the B&I group has been 
critical in this effort. Chair Cage inquired about the planning team in place to work on development of 
transition to local authority plan and are there any concerns with meeting the next set of meetings in 
April. Ms. Paulson noted a City COVID Task Force was developed and will have no issues meeting the 
April 15, 2021 deadline. Chief Fogerson noted the state has shared money with CCHHS for counties 
and has been a great partnership from the beginning. In addition to FET money and Epidemiology and 
Laboratory Capacity for Prevention and Control of Emerging Infectious Diseases (ELC) Grants that goes 
to CCHHS for the four Counties, DEM has funds from FEMA that each County can request. DEM has a 
large number of PPE in the warehouse that the Emergency Managers can get. 
 

b. Douglas  
 
Patrick Cates, County Manager, provided an overview of the plan from Douglas County. Mr. Cates inquired if 
the April 15, 2021 deadline to present plans, does that assume that those plans have already been approved by 
County Commissions. Chair Cage noted the assumption would be that the county plan would have been 
approved. If there is a timing challenge, the Task Force will be able to work with the county. Mr. Cates noted 
he was interested to listen to Carson City’s presentation. Douglas County wants to be in unison with the Quad 
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counties as closely as possible. CCHHS is going to have a huge piece of that plan in terms of vaccinations and 
testing. The county continues to provide PPE to businesses and plan for this to continue. Douglas County has 
done some robust public messaging about the Governor’s directives, to get people to follow those. Douglas 
county does not have a task force, but a lot has been done by members of government. The County will continue 
along the same lines as the other Counties.  The county has not been doing as much messaging, the county 
backed off some and it is important to ramp back up as the transition to local control occurs. There will be a 
challenge with the willingness of the county board to endorse a plan that mandates restrictions on businesses. 
This will be an ongoing conversation. The plan will look lot like the quad County’s plan.  The coordinator position 
has not been created. The county has been using the Economic Vitality Manager working with the Chambers of 
Commerce to work with businesses and provide advice to them and provide PPE. The county will be continuing 
that type of function as well.  Chair Cage inquired if there would be any resources needed from the State. Mr. 
Cates noted no. Director Reynolds noted Douglas had an increase in cases over the last week and inquired if 
Douglas County has any indication as to what that is from. Dr. Freeman noted CCHHS does not have anything 
to indicate why it is happening and CCHHS will continue to watch this trend. Chief Fogerson noted the casino 
properties are going to still be under the Gaming Control Board (GCB), not subject to local control. Chair Cage 
noted the gaming licenses will remain under the GCB (non-restricted). Chief Fogerson noted DEM has them on 
the radar for vaccinations. Dr. Freeman noted CCHHS has been reaching out to the properties to begin working 
with them by the end of next week. Chief Jaime Black, Gaming Control Board (GCB) noted the GCB has an 
internal team working on the vaccination efforts as well. Chief Carlini noted since the beginning about a year 
ago, the QUAD Counties has worked very hard to manage everything thrown at us. There will be some similarity 
between the four Counties. Tentatively looked at the authority of the GCB as well as some of the other 
businesses that fall under their own types of authority. Across the board, should consider provisions if the 
brakes need to be put on the transition or what may take it back to State control. It would be nice to know how 
that criteria will be determined, will it change. Concern with use of testing, with a decrease in testing and a 
focus on vaccination. Chair Cage noted high level pieces, and he agrees, predictability and the ability to 
understand those things is essential. The challenge is the crystal ball problem the state has had this whole 
pandemic It is unknown how the virus will act moving forward. One benefit is having almost one million 
vaccinations throughout the state’s communities. Things that remain unknown are if people still get sick at the 
same time, effect on hospitalizations, ICU, etc. Another thing the state is looking for is the thread of any of these 
variants out there and how they spread. The Task Force is looking at all those things and making 
recommendations to the Governor with Director Richard Whitley’s, DDHS, support. Having predictability and 
those metrics would be a critical next step. For clarity, the state remembers the second half of the year the 
state was looking at the three metrics and the plan review process. The Task Force will remain in place, the 
metrics will continue to be monitored for the spread of the virus. However, there is not a mechanism within 
this plan, if you are flagged for two that you would enter back into a mitigation plan. This is not the intent. The 
intent is to be aware of what is occurring around the counties to mitigate the spread.  
 

c. Lyon  
 
Jeff Page, County Manager, provided an overview of the plan from Lyon County. Mr. Page noted the county has 
heard from Counties in the QUAD region. Lyon County’s r plan may differ a bit but will have similarities. Two 
big issues are agriculture moving forward as the county gets into harvesting season with migrant workers. The 
other issue will be with the Night in the Country folks and how to address with COVID-19 mitigation efforts. 
How does the county open to 100% in compliance with the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)and 
the State guidelines. No Board of County Commissioners wants to tell a business what to do. Lyon County will 
work through that process. The other challenge is the State Legislature, Lyon County has no authority regarding 
State Health or OSHA. The only thing the County can do is to go after business license or if they are subject to a 
conditional use permit to revoke that. That is not a timely or quick process. In terms of enforcement, who will 
be responsible for this. There is concern if local government is expected to execute this, Mr. Page does not have 
the authority under the State Statute.  Lyon County will follow the same outline as the QUAD Counties. Lyon 
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County will continue to work with CCHHS for monitoring, testing, vaccinations. Plan on putting together a plan. 
This will go out in a few weeks to the Emergency Management Advisory Board and Emergency Planning 
Committee. Once completed, the county will reach out to include Cities in this process. There will be no issue 
in meeting the April deadline. Director Reynolds noted as the transition occurs, looking at the authority of OSHA. 
Director Reynold’s opinion is unless there are unified standards, B&I would not be involved. This was opinion 
was submitted for legal counsel. B&I is still under statute and have authority when complaints are received, B&I 
will continue to do that as required by law. It is more successful if the Counties work with local business and 
follow best practice safety protocols. Director Reynolds noted getting together as the QUAD Counties and if 
there is some level of compliance, this is the most successful. If there are hotspots within the State, B&I can 
look at how to react to that on an individual level. Director Whitley noted “DHHS has already partner with the 
QUAD Counties. The local entities have the ability to manage themselves. I hope we would share the common 
goal of compliance and own our authority with environmental health but would exercise all our authority if 
there was non-compliance.” Chair Cage noted there are options. Mr. Page noted the perception of Lyon County 
is that come May 1, 2021 the Governor is going to wash his hands of the issue and it is now upon the Counties. 
Mr. Page noted he is not going to send code enforcement into an area where OSHA should have authority or 
environmental protection. Chair Cage noted the State will still exercise authority in the areas in which they have 
control. Director Reynolds noted B&I regularly go into the communities. B&I is very concerned that there is a 
safe atmosphere outside COVID, B&I will continue to do so. B&I is also continuing to ensure there is a smooth 
transition with events, sports, and large gathering. The best protocols are the ones adopted in the communities 
that the people want to do to stay safe so they can open and have successful business within their communities.   
 

d. Storey  
 
Austin Osborne, County Manager, provided an overview of the plan from Storey County. Mr. Osborne noted 
the county plans on doing the same as CCHHS.  The county will participate in the QUAD Counties. Storey County 
is working with FEMA for assistance and the NVNG. The action plan will continue with mitigation measures such 
as remote work, continuing community education, and running ads to provide resources for the community 
around COVID-19. As far as the business community, the county will continue to review plans of reopening, 
providing them resources such as PPE, and hand sanitizer on the Boardwalk. The local Task Force is in place. 
The goal is to work with businesses and community to be a resource. Chair Cage inquired if the county sees any 
potential challenges to having a plan ready by the middle of April with these considerations for presentation, 
review, and discussion. Mr. Osborne noted the county will be ready. Director Terry Reynolds inquired about the 
Tahoe Regional Industrial Park and if the county is setting up a system to visit large businesses and provide 
vaccination Point of Distribution (POD’s) Director Reynolds also inquired if there are any plans being discussed 
as part of the overall plans within the QUAD Counties? Dr. Jeanne Freeman, Public Health Preparedness 

Manager, noted CCHHS will be out in the TRIP area this week. CCHHS has worked with some of the private 
partners to offer assistance in that area. CCHHS has scheduled events that are open during times when shift 
changes occur. CCHHS has almost 3,000 appointments. There are 2,100 still open. At this time CCHHS is not 
going into private businesses to ensure the equity is being followed. As allocation changes, there will be more 
vaccinations. Storey County has been a great partner in gathering information on the shifts being worked in the 
community. Some of the support staff being utilized are not able to do private events. Dr. Christopher Lake, 
Nevada Hospital Association, inquired if it is fair to assume the county is looking to get to 100% open on May 
1st. Mr. Osborne noted the county is still working on this detail. Chief Fogerson noted there could be concerns 
with the plans next week in terms of the messaging with close Counties. There needs to be open communication 
between the counties. Messaging should be included in the plans for the next meeting to ensure there is 
communication between the various Counties. Mr. Osborne noted the county is working very closely with 
neighboring counties, health district, and the school district. Ms. Morgan noted the idea of opening at 100% 
makes her very nervous. The state is at a place where the numbers are stabilizing and if the state opens to 
100%, the state could be playing with fire and advised taking a cautious approach.  Chair Cage noted if the state 
loses control of this, the state will go back to State control. Counties need to do this in a way that is safe and 
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responsible. The mask mandate and other requirements will remain in place. The state does not want to send 
a message that it is out of the woods.  Chief Jamie Black noted the goal is to get to 100% reopening, while 
maintaining social distancing and wearing masks. When opening to 100%, how does the county maintain the 
social distancing. Mr. Osborne noted the county is working with neighboring partners to address this. Social 
distancing is a big deal. Storey County has a PPE bank, hand sanitizer on the boardwalk, and the county wants 
this to continue as the county has a lot to lose if the county is not a safe community.  Storey County wants to 
ensure that is maintained.    
 

e. Churchill 
Jim Barbee, Churchill County Manager, provided an overview of the plan from Churchill county. Mr. Barbee 
noted he appreciates Mr. Paige’s comments about enforcement. Churchill has the same concern. The county 
has an enforcement officer in Churchill County, he is called the Sheriff. The county looks forward to continuing 
a lot of the things being done currently. On data, it is important there is some sort of value or measurement in 
the distribution of the vaccine. This is an important part to this story. A big part of the county’s plan will be 
education. The forward-facing aspect will be around vaccines. Churchill county has a vaccine POD that runs 
seven lanes at 300 doses an hour. Access to vaccine will be key. In terms of process, the county looks forward 
to seeing the template that has been discussed as well as looking at  the counties previous plans. Churchill 
county does have some concerns with the April 15, 2021 meeting. The regularly scheduled meeting will be April 
21, 2021. Unknown if this will require a special meeting. Chair Cage advised the Task Force is willing to work 
around the April 21st timeline. This can be discussed offline. The other comment regarding vaccination efforts 
being a part of the metrics is being monitored. This is the case and very much our opinion as well. Ms. Morgan 
noted there have been numerous conversations about this topic. The most important thing is as the state talks 
about reopening is the measure does not need to change much from what the state has now. When looking at 
test positivity, case rates and sufficient testing the purpose is to evaluate transmission and disease burden 
within a community. Vaccinations are now our best tool to maintain these metrics. Really the vaccination is the 
tool that will allow us to keep the other metrics under control. Regardless, vaccinations are incorporated in the 
current model. The other thing is if there is some anomaly, it would be of equal concern. On the dashboard 
vaccination numbers by County are displayed. There are internal conversations as to how that data is displayed.  
Vaccination is a tool that will drive and control our current metrics. Chair Cage noted the Task Force would be 
happy to look at metrics that need to be monitored moving forward. Chair Cage advised the metrics in place 
now, there is value in being consistent and continuing to measure this going forward. Maybe asking different 
questions could be beneficial. Director Reynolds noted it is important to analyze where the spread is in the 
community. The other component is timeline. Different populations being vaccinated over time, all those 
factors are important in the overall looking at the plans.  

 
6. Public Comment 
 

Chair Cage opened the discussion for public comment in all venues. No public comment was provided. 
 

7. Adjourn  
 
Chair Cage called for a motion to adjourn the meeting. A motion to adjourn was presented by Chief David 
Fogerson and a second was provided by Director Terry Reynolds. The motion passed unanimously. Meeting 
adjourned.  



From: Cam Chill   
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 10:06 AM 
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response <PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov> 
Subject: The Kids 
 
Sir/mam, 
 
These kids are suffering.  It is time we atleast open doors for them to get out amd run around with team 
activities.   Let these kids play and get some sort of happiness again.   Vegas Elite is runnimg all measures 
from temp checks to questions of health.  Open the doors again.   
 
V/R 
Concerned parent!  
Camerin Hillman 
 

mailto:PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov


 
From: Darin Lefkowitz   
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 11:39 AM 
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response <PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov> 
Subject: Please open youth Sports!  
 
 
Darin Lefkowitz 
 
 

 

 
 
 

mailto:PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov
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Meagan Werth Ranson

From: Eric Bauman 
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 2:19 PM
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response; ccdistb@ClarkCountyNV.gov
Subject: FW: Return to Basketball
Attachments: Basketball Petition; petition_signatures_jobs_27670701_20210309000548.pdf

From: Eric Bauman <eric@lasvegasbasketballcenter.com> 
Date: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 at 2:16 PM 
To: "pressroom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov" <pressroom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov> 
Cc: "mkirkpatrick@asm.state.nv.us" <mkirkpatrick@asm.state.nv.us> 
Subject: Return to Basketball 

Hi Meagan & Marilyn, 

Please see attached letter and signed petition for a return to basketball. This petition has over 1,000 signatures. 

Basketball has been erroneously classified and enormously impacted in Nevada, perhaps due to an incomplete 
understanding of the science and risk of transmission by decision makers. The state has provided no research, simply 
ignoring how the prohibition of basketball has affected the mental health of our youth. Basketball is currently being 
played in Nevada at the Collegiate and (Community College) levels. Local youth/high school teams are forced to travel to 
bordering states to play, creating a different set of safety issues. Most importantly the inability to play and the expense 
to travel is causing disproportionate opportunities directly effecting our minority and lower income communities. (As 
noted by North Las Vegas City Councilwoman Pamela Goynes‐Brown at her press conference on February 24, 2021) 

• Youth and high school basketball has returned or is set to return to every state in the continental United States except
for Nevada. (See Max Preps roadmap to return to high school basketball.)
• Basketball will be contested in many of our neighboring states including, Utah, Arizona, Washington and Idaho.
• The National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) has done away with tiered sport classifications,
stating that "as knowledge of the virus that causes COVID‐19 has evolved, we have increasingly recognized that
transmission depends upon multiple factors that cannot be easily accounted for by simply dividing sports into three
distinct categories of risk."

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments. 

Eric Bauman 
Owner 
Las Vegas Basketball Center 
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Meagan Werth Ranson

From: Heather Latimer 
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 7:49 PM
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Subject: Youth Basketball

Hello, 

Please open up youth basketball for training, scrimmages, games and tournaments. The kids have missed out on an 
entire season and need to get back out there and play. Soccer, Lacrosse, Football, Baseball, Volleyball, Fencing, Field 
Hockey, Kickball, just to name a few are allowed to compete. Why are we excluding basketball? It isn’t fair. Please open 
it up! 

Thank you. 
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Meagan Werth Ranson

From: PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 2:51 PM
To: Meagan Werth Ranson
Subject: Fw: COVID 19 - Nevada playbook urgently needs updating; vaccinate those 55+ years of age

From: Jalayne Nottom 
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2021 1:22 PM 
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Subject: COVID 19 ‐ Nevada playbook urgently needs updating; vaccinate those 55+ years of age  

All, 

Please act immediately by following the science and the data.  Open up the vaccine in all counties to all those 55+ 
years old in Nevada now.   

Lets review the facts:

 95.7% of all COVID deaths are those over the age of 50.  Let alone severe illness and hospitalization.
 65+ is now over 63%  vaccinated, many states are using a much lower marker rather than Nevada’s marker

before opening up to the next group.
 Follow the advice given in the technical bulletin issued on March 3, 2021 by the ACIP. ‘RECOMMENDATION –

NSIP supports the counties in prioritizing subsets of age groups in the < 65 years group, e.g., moving
methodically from serving those 65 years and older to including all those 55 years and
older.’’   https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/wp‐content/uploads/2021/03/TB_Underlying‐Health‐Conditions‐
Guidance_030321.pdf

 Nevada’s playbook must be updated to version 4 (‘V4’) to include this group.  After all it is a living document.
 Vaccine doses are going unused.  As of today Nevada has 258,985 unused doses available according to the

CDC. As an example in Mesquite, NV alone 600 doses were made available to those 65+ this week with 75% of
the appointments going unfilled.

 The two largest vaccine sites in Clark County/Las Vegas, Cashman Center and Convention Center are vaccinating
only a trickle of residents compared to the number of doses they have.

 Our neighboring states of Arizona and Utah now allow those over 50 to receive the vaccine as well as several
others.

 Those in the approved tier/lane groups can still get vaccinated, no need to wait to open it up to those 55+.
 There are 3 vaccines available, with increase allotments coming each week.  Predicted to increase dramatically

this month.
 Practically all those in the ‘essential workers’ lane in the playbook have been included but Not those in the

‘general public’ lane.
 There are enormous amount of line jumpers getting vaccinated.  (e.g. government employees in Las Vegas, as

well as those with fake employment verification).
 Nevada has large retirement communities that are 55+, not vaccinated and afraid to leave their homes.

As a resident in the 55+ high risk group I have been ‘waiting my turn’.  My turn is Now.  Open the availability  to those 
55+.  It is all about sooner than later, save a life. 

Thank you, I look forward to an updated news 
release. Best Regards,



From:  
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 10:35 AM 
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response <PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov> 
Subject: youth sports - basketball 
 
Hello,  
 
 I'm writing to request lifting the limitation on youth sports basketball  immediately.  At this point, most 
comparable sports are allowed to play and similar sports have been approved to play in schools.  Our 
kids need to get back to doing healthy activities they enjoy for multiple reasons.  Lifting the ban on it now 
will allow for some leagues to have a short season before summer and help with the physical and more 
importantly, mental health for many kids. 
  Nevada is the ONLY state in the country that is not allowing basketball in some form.  That is a shame 
at this point.  We were the only state that did not allow student-athletes to have some form of 
competition.  Allowing people who have the money to travel to Utah and Arizona so their kids can play in 
leagues while the families that can't afford to do that have no options.  Please allow this sport beginning 
this month.   
 
Thank you, 

Jason Hunt  
 

 

mailto:PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov
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Meagan Werth Ranson

From: Jenny Dannels
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 4:17 PM
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Subject: Please open up for our kids

Hi. I have four kids and live in Las Vegas, NV. The stop on Basketball has gone long enough and my boys are being 
affected mental and physically by this shut down. Basketball is there passion and you have had this shut down for long 
enough. Indoor soccer, Indoor Volleyball and Indoor Cheer has been going on but you haven't allowed for Basketball to 
play. This makes no sense and is only affecting our teens. This is a lot of our kids outlet and you've put a stop to it for far 
too long. We have been forced to travel to Arizona, Utah and Texas for our kids to play in basketball games and also 
causing families financial Hardships during this rough time. In Summerlin there are still no basketball hoops on at the 
parks. LET OUR KIDS PLAY!!!!!! We've had enough. Give us our freedoms back and let us choose if we want to leave our 
house or not and if we want our kids to play basketball or not. OPEN UP BASKETBALL IN NEVADA!!!!!!!! 

‐‐  
Jenny Dannels 
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Meagan Werth Ranson

From: PressRoom Nevada Health Response
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 3:09 PM
To: Meagan Werth Ranson
Subject: For Public Comment - Fw: mistake in ventilator usage on Nevada covid dashboard

From: K Hof  
Sent: Saturday, March 13, 2021 11:01 AM 
To: PressRoom Nevada Health Response <PressRoom@nvhealthresponse.nv.gov> 
Subject: mistake in ventilator usage on Nevada covid dashboard  

Once again, you have made a mistake on the data for the Nevada covid dashboard. Today, March 13, 2021, 
you reported ventilator usage as 208. This is not only a huge jump from yesterday, it is about triple the 
amount of people in ICU in all of Nevada. You can't have more people on ventilators than in ICU. Also, it's a 
huge jump from yesterday. As you know, many on social media do not trust this data. When you make 
mistakes in the data, you are contributing to this distrust. And, this distrust affects vaccine hesitancy at a time 
when Governor Sisolak, all the health response teams and President Biden want as many people as possible to 
get vaccinated. Your incorrect reporting of the data is contributing to vaccine hesitancy. Also, these statistics 
are used to open Nevada. You must take your reporting more seriously. Many people depend on your 
reporting to be correct. For instance, yesterday, Caleb Cage reported the huge jump in cases the past two days 
was due to testing backlogs. You should have reported that fact on the dashboard. Also, I thought the labs 
were required to report in 24 hours. If a lab or labs are not reporting in the required period of time, why 
haven't you stopped them from testing in Nevada? Please do your job correctly. People in Nevada expect you 
to do it correctly. Also, instead of just ignoring the mistake, you should go back and fix the mistake in the 
charts. 
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